Monday, February 27, 2006
3p.m.
• Again many shoes and trash, socks, even a stray pretzel on the floor
• Febreeze is out and upon my request today is a day that qualifies for a spray,
and Subject Three approves- it can only be used when absolutely necessary
though, otherwise it will start to not have an impact, he says.
• Today Subject Two is playing with Subject Six
• Subject Six is a friend of Subject Two’s from high school
• They are both originally from Champaign, so Subject Six lives at home, but
can be fund in Scott Hall hanging out quite often
• They are having “snack attack” as they like to call it
• EChomps is where they got it, sandwiches and chips
• “Gotta ‘nade the place.” Nade = grenade
• They are just playing together so no one is wearing a headset and they
aren’t playing on the internet, or maybe they are because I can hear other
people… I ask and they say that they are playing together online, but the
headset is only necessary if they want to talk to their opponents, which they
don’t care about, but that is why I can hear others.
• It’s different to observe people playing together in the same room for a change.
There’s even more talking and a lot more to learn
• “spawn” means when you come back to life after you die.
• They are playing one of the games where the first team to 50 kills wins, so
you still come back to life until it’s over.
• Subject Six has on an Orange Krush headband, for today he’s calling that
his “gaming attire”
• I’m hearing the word newb a lot, which to me means someone who is new
or young
• They tell me that is correct= new, rookie, amateur, but they spell it n00bz in
the gaming world
• Again Subject Three’s bed is covered in clothes
• Profanities are to a minimum today, hmm isn’t that convenient when Subject
One isn’t participating
• After they finished their game they let me try a few things here and there,
and I realized I’m really not very good at all.
• I also learned that I am inverted, which means I push the down button to look
up, and the up button to look down
• Upon them observing that they changed the setting for me and I then did a
little better, but still was not good
• Today they tell me that you must pay $50 for a year subscription to the x-box
live which allows them to play online
• They are playing together but fighting with one another a little, but also
again coaching each other. Teamwork
• Seems like the snack attack is happening quite frequently in the room, or if it
isn’t at the time I’m observing it probably did soon before form the evidence
left behind (trash)

• I can count 7 empty powerade bottles on the floor
Surprised- to see Subject Six today
I guess
Intrigued
Disturbed

